
 

 

The University Library, 1 August 2010  31 July 2011:  
report of the Librarian 
It has been another busy and productive year, both in terms of the numbers of 
people using the Library services and how those services have continued to develop. 
Visitors to the Library benefitted from the enhancements and improvements to the 
space and PC provision that took place during the previous year. 
 
There is a strong theme throughout this report of working closely with academic 
departments and other support services to ensure that Library services contribute to 
the learning and research of the University. 

Customer Services 

Customer Services Excellence award 
In July 2011, the Library was delighted to be the first University department to be 
awarded the Customer Services Excellence standard. This is driven by the Cabinet 
Office and it evaluates organisations in how successfully they are developing 
customer insight, understanding the user’s experience and measuring service 
satisfaction. Assessment involved fifty seven aspects of Loughborough University 
Library’s services being evaluated in the context of customer care. The Library was 
seen as being especially effective in: 
• Having an in depth understanding of the characteristics of our current and 

potential customer groups based on current and reliable information. 
• Having a corporate commitment of putting the customer at the heart of the 

service. 
• Empowering and encouraging Library staff to actively promote and participate in 

the customer-focused service culture. 
• Demonstrating commitment to developing and delivering customer focused 

services through recruitment, training and development policies for staff. 
• Employing staff who are polite and friendly to customers and have an 

understanding of customer needs. 
Areas for improvement were identified and the Library is in the process of assessing 
how they can be addressed. 

Service availability and Library use 
• Visits to the Library exceeded 700,000 for the second year in a row. 
• A 3.6% increase in enquiries. 
• A slight decrease in the number of books borrowed. 
• A continued increase in the proportion of books issued on the self service 

machines. 
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This year saw 711,208 visitors to the Library – a figure that is slightly down on last 
year’s record number. However, this is understandable due to the major lighting 
project that continued over the previous Summer vacation and lead to a much lower 
number of visitors than usual in September.  
 
Enquiries rose by 3.6% to a total of 132,813. It is pleasing to see our users continue 
to interact with staff at the desks and this is supported by their positive comments in 
feedback given to our assessor in the Customer Service Excellence award. 
 
The self service machines continue to provide a valuable service to our users – with 
the percentage of books being issued on the machines reaching 94%. When you 
consider our initial aim was to achieve a target of 80% of loans processed on the 
machines, a continued growth to 14% above our initial target shows how easy the 
machines are to use and how popular they have proved to be with our borrowers, 
again freeing up staff time to deal with queries on the desks. 

Services for alumni and external users 
Two notable improvements developed this year are our alumni scheme and walk-in 
user scheme. Our alumni scheme was developed after benchmarking work done by 
the Customer Services Manager with other East Midlands and 1994 Group libraries.  
Previously, an alumnus was entitled to a reduced membership fee of £25 per year, 
which would allow them to borrow up to four books. Under the revised scheme, 
alumni are able to borrow up to eight books at a time. Membership is free for the first 
five years, with a £10 per year fee after that point. This new scheme has proved 
extremely popular with a six-fold increase in alumni members. 
 
At the start of the academic year, the Library developed a new walk in user scheme. 
For the first time, people who were visiting campus could be issued with a daily 
password to allow them to access one of the Library’s PCs. This scheme has proved 
to be a great additional service for our external users, allowing them to check emails 
and print documents whilst in the Library, with over 500 daily passwords issued. 

Marketing and publications 
The Library has been working with central Marketing and Dr Derek Stephens from 
the Department of Information Science to look at how the Library brand can 
complement the University brand. This involved input from Library staff and users to 
produce a set of values, which state that the Library provides: 

• A library environment that is safe, welcoming, and offers a variety of comfortable 
spaces that will inspire learning, research and creativity 

• Staff that are approachable, helpful, knowledgeable, courteous and take pride in 
working for the University Library. 

• Information sources that are easily accessible, relevant, reliable and of high 
quality 

This exercise has informed the development of an overarching Library design that 
will be used in Library publications, the Library web site and elsewhere. The Library 
has also been working with the Masters in Information and Library students from the 
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Department of Information Science on establishing the contribution the Library can 
make to attracting new students.  
 
Another very successful Library photography competition has been held, with 123 
photographs being entered from 46 people.  The theme was celebrating 30 years of 
the Pilkington Library.  The winners were: Daniel Child, Subramanya Devanira, 
Christopher Stokes and Kevin Tang 
 
Sponsorship was received from the Youth Group which enabled the Library to 
commission work from Rebecca Hall (BA Illustration Year 2). She has created art 
work that will be on display in the Library capturing the activities that take place in 
the Library.  

Developing support for research and learning 
In the light of the University restructuring from three Faculties with 23 Departments 
into ten Schools, the Library reviewed how it supported the academic departments.  
A new structure was in place by the end of the academic year. The three Faculty 
Teams have been amalgamated into one Academic Services Team. To 
accommodate this change a new office was created for the whole team. The new 
Academic Services Team continues to provide professional, good quality, discipline 
specific support to the ten academic Schools. 

Research Support 
The year has seen continued close working with the Research Office regarding the 
purchase of InCites, SCOPUS, and Symplectic (LUPIN). SCOPUS is a major 
addition to the Library’s portfolio of resource discovery tools and will be a major boon 
for researchers. Thomson Reuters’ InCites will allow the University to keep a close 
eye on the citation indicators used by some of the major league tables, whilst also 
providing useful management information. The Library is represented on the LUPIN 
Project Management Board and is able to advise on the bibliographic and data 
management elements of the service and help to ensure that LUPIN is fully 
integrated with the Institutional Repository. A number of Library staff have been 
actively involved in the LUPIN implementation project including Katie Appleton, Gary 
Brewerton, Jeff Brown, Jason Cooper & Ruth Jenkins. 
 
Members of the Academic Services Team, Ginny Franklin and Frank Parry, have 
done a major piece of work investigating alternative bibliographic software packages 
to the University’s ‘standard’ Refworks. They have produced a web page 
http://www.lboro.ac.uk/library/services/Bibliographic-software.html which compares 
six different options that researchers may find useful for storing and outputting their 
references. This work was recently cited in the Chartered Institution of Library and 
Information Professionals (CILIP) Update journal. 
 
The Library continues to work with University researchers to enhance the scholarly 
communication process. Academic Librarians have invested more time in training 
research staff in the significance of bibliometrics and citation analysis to measure 
their current research impact, and in the use of social media and open access to 
improve their research impact. The Library’s Academic and Research Staff training 
programme now includes a course on this topic, and other bibliometrics sessions 
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have been well-received in the Engineering Faculty. A stand was also held at the 
Research Staff Conference to raise awareness of bibliometrics, where Library staff 
offered to calculate delegates’ h-index for them. 
 
To investigate our researchers’ views on Open Access, the Library has performed a 
survey of research staff, using a methodology produced at Huddersfield University. 
The data collected from over 180 Loughborough researchers will be fed back into a 
nation-wide project. 
 
The provision of training for researchers in finding, citing, evaluating and managing 
information is a key focus for the Academic Services Team. This year we have 
worked with the Research Office and the Graduate School to map our teaching 
sessions for Post-graduate researchers and research staff against Vitae’s 
Researcher Development Framework (RDF). Library staff have also been involved in 
mapping the SCONUL “Seven Pillars” model for information literacy against the 
RDF. These processes have both highlighted the significance of the teaching 
currently offered, and identified ‘gaps’ for future provision.  
 
This year, the Library has said a sad farewell to Peter Lund, former Library Research 
Support Coordinator, who has taken up a post at the University of Canterbury, New 
Zealand. This role is now being performed by Elizabeth Gadd in conjunction with a 
team of Library Staff with research support expertise: Katie Appleton, Christine 
Hallam, Carol Seagrove, Frank Parry, and Helen Young. 

Loughborough University Institutional Repository 
One major route towards increasing the visibility and accessibility of Loughborough 
University research publications is the Institutional Repository, which continues to 
develop and grow. At the end of July 2011 there were 7,926 items in the repository 
with 2,054 items added during the year. Improvements were also made to the 
visibility of statistics for downloads and page views. 
 
Academic Librarians continue to advocate use of the Repository amongst their 
academic contacts, and the new Institutional Repository Policy has now been signed 
off by Senate and will come into force for the 2011/12 academic year. This will 
require staff to submit a copy of all academic journal articles, conference papers and 
book chapters to the Institutional Repository, which should increase the number of 
items significantly and help with preparations for the REF. 

Learning 

Developing students’ academic skills 
The Library continues to support the development of students academic skills, both 
through the direct delivery of teaching and partnerships within the University. For 
example, delivering lectures within modules, the delivery of the Get the Know-How 
workshops, exploring best practice in skills support via the Skills Forum and 
contributing to the University Employability Award. The Library delivered 666:15 
hours teaching to 15,247 participants. 
 
The Library continues to provide teaching for departments on a range of topics, for 
example, avoiding plagiarism, report writing and information literacy. These lectures 
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continue to be popular, with 333:15 hours being delivered for departments to 9,304 
students. Throughout the year the Library has been discussing with Morag Bell and 
Nigel Thomas how the development of students academic skills can be further 
embedded into the curriculum, rather than delivered as standalone courses. Further 
work will be continuing in this area with the Teaching centre during the next 
academic year. 
 
The ‘Get the Know-How’ courses continue to be well attended, with similar 
attendance figures to previous years. Feedback from attendees is positive with 
suggestions for enhancements to the schedule. As a result the Library has adapted 
next year’s schedule to include different time slots, longer sessions, different venues 
and more discipline focused content. With the help of the e-Learning Team, many of 
the workshops were successfully ReViewed and are available on the Get the Know-
How1 module on Learn for students to revisit.  
 
Student feedback from the Essay writing and Report writing workshops highlighted 
the need for guidance on punctuation and grammar. The English Language Study 
Unit kindly delivered three workshops on punctuation and grammar aimed at home 
students. The sessions were popular with an average of ten students attending each 
one and feedback was very positive. The Library and ELSU plan to work together 
next year to deliver similar workshops. In addition, the e-Learning Team assisted the 
Library in successfully transferring InfoTrail and StudyTrail from web pages to a 
scorm package. It is now one comprehensive module on Learn called Academic 
Practice2.  

Online Reading Lists 
The new version of the online reading list system was launched at the start of the 
second semester. Approximately 2,500 reading lists (92,500 citations) were migrated 
across from the old system. The online reading list system is a local development by 
the Library’s Systems Team and is made available to other institutions as open 
source software. 
 
Feedback from students and staff has generally been very positive about the new 
version. Since the launch many additional features have been developed based 
upon user feedback, these include: bulk functions to copy/delete/sort multiple items 
at once, show availability of items in the campus bookshop and display of item 
details in pop-up windows.  

My Lboro 
The Library Systems Manager is a member of the project working group for the ‘My 
Lboro’ Student Portal. A script was developed to simplify interaction between the 
Student Portal and the Library Management System. Due to this IT Services have 
created a Library block on the Portal which includes a simple search prompt and 
summary of the users borrowing account. It is hoped that further development of the 
Library block will provide greater functionality (e.g. display a current list of loans) and 
integration with Library Catalogue Plus. 
 

                                            
1 http://learn.lboro.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=5792 
2 http://learn.lboro.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=5817 



ELearning 
This was the last year in which the E-learning Team was organisationally located in 
the Library. As of August 1st 2011, the Team is now integrated into the Teaching 
Centre. 
 
Nevertheless, over the course of 2010/11, the Team worked extensively with Library 
colleagues both on specific projects and initiatives, and in terms of day-to-day 
operations. One example of a specific initiative was the introduction of an automated 
‘ReVIEW’ lecture capture facility into Training Room1, which was regularly used over 
the course of the year to record ‘Get the Know How’ sessions as mentioned above, 
as well as staff development sessions for Library staff and others. Training in the use 
of the system, and support in editing captures, was provided by members of the E-
learning Team. 
 
Another successful collaborative project involved Farzana Khandia from the E-
learning Team working with Sharon Reid and the Head of Department of English and 
Drama, Elaine Hobby. The project, which was supported by a Teaching Innovation 
Award, was focused on developing an online test for E&D students on plagiarism, 
referencing and Library skills. This package has been very well received and has 
attracted interest from other Schools / Departments wishing to replicate it. 
 
In general terms, partly because of the restructuring of the Team, and partly because 
of the wider restructuring of the University, this has been a year of transition for e-
learning. There has been a new focus on ‘efficiency and effectiveness’, with the 
initial project on this theme commissioned by Programme Quality Team now 
translating into a new institutional E-learning Strategy and Implementation Plan. The 
Team has been identifying efficiency gains to be achieved through the use of 
learning technologies, as a result of which it has started promoting (through the E-
learning Blog, Learn Staffroom, staff development sessions, and other channels) the 
use of a core set of tools identified as ‘essential’. 
 
Learn remains the ‘hub’ of e-learning at Loughborough, and for 2010/11 (and 
2011/12) this continued to be based on Moodle 1.9. The major upgrade to Moodle 
2.0 will now take place with the ‘rollover’ from Learn 11/12 to Learn 12/13 in July 
2012. 
 
Two of the other core tools the use of which grew rapidly in 2011/12 were Elluminate 
(now known as Blackboard Collaborate) and ReVIEW, the lecture capture system. 
Over the academic year more than 500 lectures and other sessions were captured 
representing a 10-fold increase. A survey of presenters registered on the system in 
April generated a very positive response, with almost everyone indicating that they 
intended to use it again in the following year. 
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The University Archives 
Donations of student memorabilia resulting from the 2009 University Centenary 
continued to be received in this period, mainly through the offices of DARO. The 
listing of this material is now substantially completed. One small but particularly 
interesting donation comprised two student teaching practice notebooks for 1950-52 
which provide detailed information on education and society in post war Nottingham. 
The largest single transfer of records in this period, relating to the pre-amalgamation 
Loughborough College of Art & Design, was received from the School of the Arts. 
 
The major archive exhibition in the Library this year was ‘Loughborough’s Aircraft 
1916-2011’. This charted our institution’s involvement with aeronautical engineering - 
from the work of the original Loughborough College’s Instructional Factory during the 
First World War, through the development of the Aeronautical Engineering 
Department opened in 1935, to the up to date use of modern instructional airframes 
at the University. Particularly featured were the ex College Spitfire AR501 and Sea 
Hurricane Z7015, both restored since their time at Loughborough and still flying 
today. 
 
The Archivist has continued to work closely with DARO and Marketing & Publications 
in providing material for the Alumni Magazine and News at Lboro, and also with the 
Director of Arts and the Radar Programme in introducing visiting commissioned 
artists to the history of Loughborough University. A number of paintings from the 
University’s Art Collection, mainly researched from a survey made by the Archivist, 
have been documented by the Public Catalogue Foundation for inclusion in its 
volume on the East Midlands. These can now be seen at: 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/arts/yourpaintings/galleries/collections/loughborough-
university-745. Historic sports photographs from the University Archives were also 
included in a short feature on Loughborough athlete Lisa Dobriskie made by BBC TV 
Nottingham. 
 
As usual we have received a large number of family history enquiries, from as far 
afield as India, Uganda, Australasia, Fiji and Sri Lanka. Another popular research 
topic in this period has been the Loughborough 5HP oil/multi fuel engine (a 
Loughborough Product originally designed in the 1920s), as enthusiasts seek to 
restore old engines to working condition. 
 
New flooring and air conditioning have now been fitted which, together with the new 
shelving installed in the strong room last year, provide a much improved storage 
environment for the University’s archives. 
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Projects 

IPv6 Day 
Communication on the internet currently uses Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4). With 
the rapid increase in the number of networked devices (e.g. laptops, phones, 
toasters, fridges, etc.) there is a need to move to a new version of the protocol, 
version 6 (IPv6) which can support a greater number of devices. As part of IPv6 day 
on the 8th June work was undertaken to make the institutional repository IPv6 
enabled. 

Library Ambassadors 
The Library won funding from the Teaching Centre to pilot the use of student Library 
Ambassadors.  Four Ambassadors were appointed  to provide a conduit between the 
Library and students in the University in order to raise student awareness and 
improve engagement with Library services. The Library Ambassadors for the year 
were David Evans, Sawar Khan, Malle Koido and Fiona Watson.   
 
In the first semester, the Library ambassadors actively sought feedback from their 
peers regarding study preferences and concerns during the exam period. Most of the 
respondents preferred to study in the Library, used their own lecture notes for 
revision and struggled to manage their time. In addition the majority were unaware of 
the Library Know-How courses and wanted more study spaces in the Library.  
 
In response to the findings the Library Ambassadors produced three videos on study 
space across campus, using MetaLib and booking a group study room. They can be 
found at - http://www.youtube.com/user/PilkingtonLibrary. Library staff also set up a 
display in the Library foyer where students could add their top exam revision tips. 
Photos of this can be found here - 
http://www.flickr.com/photos/loughboroughuniversitylibrary/with/5388849532/   
 
In the second semester the Library Ambassadors worked on a number of individual 
projects including providing a student perspective on the library web pages, 
organising Engineering-focused study skills sessions, and lobbying for student-
written library information to appear in packs sent out to up-coming students. 
 
Funding has since been won from the National Higher Education STEM programme 
for a further nine months work. The new project is a collaborative venture with the 
University of Nottingham and aims to investigate how to create a sustainable, low or 
no-cost model for Student Library Ambassadors. A project officer has been 
appointed and Ginny Franklin is taking a lead within the Library to move this forward.  
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Paralympics London Olympics 2012 project  
The Library in partnership with the University’s Centre for Olympic Studies & 
Research completed an oral history project about the London 2012 Olympics.  
Thefocus was the perceptions of the impact and value of the Paralympics Games. 
This project was funded by the UK’s Museums, Libraries and Archives Council 
(MLA) as part of the People’s Record. The intention is that the People’s Record will 
create a collective record of the public’s response to hosting the 2012 Games. The 
Library  and the Centre for Olympic Studies & Research has been awarded a further 
grant for 2012  to produce oral history videos exploring the experiences of 
Loughborough University students who  have volunteered to help with the London 
2012 Olympic Games. 

East Midlands Research Support Group(EMRSG) 
The Library has taken a lead role in creating an East Midlands Research Support 
Group that has partners from six other university libraries, based in and around the 
East Midlands. The group aims to share best practice in research support and 
enhance researchers’ information handling and management capabilities through the 
creation of an online tutorial.  The group successfully won small amounts of funding 
from three institutions to investigate how researchers find and manage information 
and to develop a pilot online unit to enhance the information handling skills of 
researchers. The EMRSG project group have recently piloted the unit 'Promoting 
your research' (bibliometrics, journal articles, networking, other forms of publishing).  
The pilot was evaluated through observations and focus groups.  Feedback has 
been positive and the project is now acting on the comments.  

Simplifying Services 
Under the auspices of Anne Mumford, the University successfully won a bid to take 
part in the Change Academy 2010.  The Change Academy is a joint Higher 
Education Academy and Leadership Foundation in Higher Education initiative. It 
aims to assist institutions enhance the student learning experience.  
 
The University’s project was to investigate the possibility of enhancing the 
Loughborough Student Experience by creating a "one stop shop" approach to 
access to services. The project aimed to provide a better interface to student-related 
services, so that students did not have to understand the University’s structures to 
use the different support services available. The project team was made up of 
representatives from Student Advice & Support Services, IT Services, Academic 
Registry, Student Union, Sports Development Centre, School of Sport, Health and 
Exercise Sciences, University Library and the Director of Change Projects. The 
project assisted a greater exchange of information across the departments, change 
of procedures and a review of all the different help points across campus, including a 
review of the Information & Enquiry desks in the Library. 
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Library staff 

Individual achievements 
• Laura Bradshaw graduated with an MA in Information and Library management 
• Katy McLaughlin graduated with a 2.1 in Drama and English 
• Edward White graduated with a 2.1 in Politics 

Retirements and resignations 
• Linda Stewart retired from her position as Support Services Library Assistant at 

the end of April.  
• Edward White, Katy McLaughlin, Sabine Puskas and Sarah Childs left at the end 

of the Summer Term after completing their studies at Loughborough. 
• Shiromi Ramanayake left in the Summer having gained a new job in the BBC 

Archives Department in London.  
• Peter Lund left his post of Academic Services Manager (Science) at Easter take 

up the post of Academic Liaison manager at the University of Canterbury, 
Christchurch, New Zealand. 

Appointments and new responsibilities 
New colleagues welcomed to the Library staff during the year include:  
• Katie Jeffers who moved from ESRI to become the Library Administrator.  
• Lesley Chikoree was appointed to the position of Library Intern for one year to 

assist with the Institutional Repository amongst other duties. 
• Annette McQuillan was appointed to the post of part-time Support Services 

Library Assistant to replace Linda Stewart.  
• Chris Bassford and Chris Walton were welcomed to the Customer Services team.  
 

Ruth Jenkins 
University Librarian 

October 2011 
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Appendix one – Statistical summary 
 
 2010/2011 2009/2010 2008/2009 
study places 
(without IT 
equipment) 

8931 873 791 

IT workstations and 
catalogue terminals 

172 172 147 

books received 9,225 10,097 11,848 
print journal 
subscriptions 

554 332 1,0982

electronic journal 
subscriptions3

13,405 13,181 12,487 

articles downloaded 
from e-journals 

1,796,2514 1,267,020 1,332,352 

visits to the Library 711,208 738,399 696,603 
enquiries 132,813 128,164 134,278 
searches of 
networked 
information 
resources 

2,284,832 1,648,130 2,055,522 

items borrowed 
from other libraries 

1,826 1,988 2,658 

information skills 
teaching attendees 

15,247 13,819 12,097 

books issued 252,246 265,759 284,235 
percentage of 
books issued via 
‘self-service’ 

93.91% 93.24% 90.04% 

 
 
  

                                            
1 This figure includes study spaces in the cafe 
2 440 of these print journal subscriptions included access to the corresponding e-journal 
3 This figure includes e-journals accessible via our subscriptions to databases and other services 
4 This is the best figure we have at time of writing, but two publishers are yet to provide data, so the 
actual figure is higher than that quoted here. 
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Appendix two – Expenditure summary 
 
 2010/2011 2009/2010 

£ 
2008/2009 
£ 

    
electronic information 1,468,292 1,237,448 1,032,528 
serials 670,165 803,965 714,661 
books 373,216 381,427 436,088 
binding and 
catalogue records 

19,503 30,666 38,781 

Inter-Library Loans1 20,550 Not applicable Not applicable 
information resources 
total 

2,546,053 2,453,506 2,222,058 

    
operating costs 356,718 496,114 392,144 
Additional funding for 
space improvements 
during 2009/10 

Not applicable 153,894 Not applicable 

salaries 1,991,685 1,970,251 1,764,658 
    
total expenditure 4,894,456 5,073,765 4,378,860 
 
  

                                            
1 As of 2010-2011, the Library has received an overall amount for Inter-Library Loans, rather than 
charging academic departments for each Inter-Library Loan request. This followed a recommendation 
from a Value For Money project seeking to reduce the number of interdepartmental charging 
processes. 



Appendix three  Senior staff, 31 July 2011 
 
University Librarian  
Ruth Jenkins, BSc Warwick, MA Sheffield 
 
Head of Academic Services 
Ruth Stubbings, BA Leicester, MA De Montfort, DipLib CNAA, MCLIP, FHEA 
 
Head of Planning and Resources 
Graham Walton, BSc Loughborough, MA CNAA, MBA Open, 
PhD Northumbria, MCLIP 
 
Head of Collection Management 
Jeff Brown, BA, MA, DipLib London 
 
Head of E-Learning 
Charles Shields, BA, MEd Bristol 
 
Academic Services Managers (Engineering) 
Elizabeth Gadd, BA York, MSc Loughborough, MCLIP, FHEA 
Stephanie McKeating, BSc Wales, MSc Sheffield, MCLIP 
 
Academic Services Manager (Science) 
Peter Lund, BSc Edinburgh, MSc Sunderland, 
DipLib Strathclyde, MCLIP, AHEA 
 
E-learning Officers 
Martin Ashby, BSc, DPS Loughborough 
Lee Barnett, BEng, DIS Loughborough 
Bryan Dawson, BA, PhD Keele, FHEA, MALT 
Farzana Khandia, BSc Reading, AHEA 
Jenny Narborough, BSc Brunel, PG Cert (HE) London 
Graham Sedgwick, BA Coventry, CMALT 
 
Library Systems Manager 
Gary Brewerton, BSc CNAA 
 
Library Systems Developer 
Jon Knight, BSc, PhD Loughborough 
 
Academic Librarians 
Louise Fletcher, BA Liverpool John Moores 
Virginia Franklin, BA Hull, MA Sheffield, MCLIP, AHEA 
Rebecca Laing BA Leicester, DipIM Thames Valley, MCLIP, AHEA 
Tracy Marshall, BA, MA Loughborough, MCLIP, AHEA 
Frank Parry, BA York, MA Derby, DipLib London, MCLIP, AHEA 
Sharon Reid, BA Birmingham, MA, PGCE Loughborough, MCLIP 
Barbara Whetnall, BA CNAA 
Helen Young, BA York, MA Sheffield, MCLIP 
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Customer Services Manager  
Matthew Cunningham, LLB Leicester, MA Loughborough 
 
Library Systems Analyst/Programmer 
Jason Cooper, BSc, PhD Loughborough 
 
Support Services Librarians 
Katherine Appleton, BA Nottingham, MSc Aberystwyth 
Stephen Corn, BA CNAA 
Carol Seagrove, BA, MA Loughborough 
 
University Archivist  
Jenny Clark, BA Bristol, DipArchAd London 
 
Facilities Manager  
Brant Hickman, BA, PGCE Loughborough 
 
Evening/Weekend Supervisors 
Wylva Davies, BA Southampton, CertLib, Loughborough, MCLIP 
Sharron Meredith BSc Loughborough 
Elizabeth Mills 
Linda Thornber 
 
Finance Clerk  
Joyce Bartlett 
 
Library IT Support Officers 
Susan Manuel, BA, MSc Loughborough 
Jenni Stewart 
 
Library Administrator 
Katie Jeffers 
 
Senior Library Assistants 
Jane Bramley, BA Warwick 
Elaine Collis, BA CNAA 
Charlotte Greasley, BA Nottingham Trent, MA Loughborough 
Christine Hallam, BLS Loughborough 
Lucy Harrison 
Steven Lake, BA Loughborough 
Jeanette Machin 
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Appendix four – Professional activities 

Presentations 
 
Cunningham, M. (2011) Integrated helpdesks. Paper given at “TO INFINITY AND 
BEYOND! Enquiry Services for the 21st Century”. Birmingham City University 31st 
March 2011. 
 
Franklin, V. (2011) Meeting the reading list challenge. Presentation given at Meeting 
the Reading List Challenge, Loughborough University 14 July 2011. 
 
Gadd, E.A. (2011) New tricks?  Librarians teaching study skills at Loughborough.  
Paper given at the Universities Science and Technology Librarians Group meeting, 9 
May 2011.  Sheffield University. 
 
Gadd, E.A. (2011) New review.  Developing a new approach to teaching the 
literature review. EMALink Seminar “Engaging Students”, 23 February 2011.  
Warwick University. 
 
Reid, S.D., Khandia, F. and Hobby, E.A., 2011. Recreating an online assessment 
test for English and Drama undergraduates: A Case Study of Departmental, Library 
and eLearning collaboration. Presented at the eLearning Showcase, University of 
Loughborough. 12 January 2011 
 
Stubbings, R. & Bent, M. (2011) Rebuilding the Seven Pillars: the SCONUL 
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External appointments 
Jeff Brown 

Member of the NEYAL Books Purchasing Group 
 
Ruth Jenkins 

Member of the East Midlands Academic Libraries Group 
Member of the LIEM Council 
Member of the 1994 Group Librarians 
Member of the JISC Electronic Information Resources Working Group 

 
Tracy Marshall 

Member of the CILIP University College & Research Group Committee 
  (East Midlands) 

 
Charles Shields 
 Member of the Heads of E-learning Forum 

Member of the Midlands Evaluation of Learners’ Experiences of E-learning 
  SIG 

 
Ruth Stubbings 

Deputy Chair of the CILIP Information Literacy Group 
Member of the SCONUL Working group on Information Literacy 
IFLA Information Literacy group 
Chair of the editorial board for the Journal of Information Literacy 
Webmaster of the UK Information Literacy website 

 
Graham Walton 

List Manager, Continuing Professional and Workplace Learning Section, IFLA 
Member of the CILIP Library and Information Research Group Committee 
  (LIRG) 
Member of the SCONUL Working Group on Space 
Member of the EMALINK Steering Committee 
Editor, New Review of Academic Librarianship 

 
Helen Young 
 Member of the European Information Association Committee 

Member of the Research Information Network's Arts, Humanities and Social 
   Sciences Consultative Group 
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